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Aspects of Income Changes
When the output of an economy is curtailed, total real incomes
decline; that is to say, the population has fewer goods and services
at its disposal. Since a general contraction in output is usually
accompanied by a decline in prices, the level of money incomes
falls even more than that of real incomes. A striking example is the
marked decline of average family incomes, in dollars, during the
Great Depression after 1929. By 1933 the average income of more
than 200,000 families sampled by the Financial Survey of Urban
Housing in 33 large and middle-size cities had fallen 37 per cent.
Of course, the income of each familythe United States. did not
decline by the same percentage. Family incomes are composed of
money receipts from many different sources, subject to varying rates
of change during economic fluctuations; e.g., between 1929 and
1933 total income from dividends declined 6o per cent, from wages
and salaries 45 per cent, and from interest ii per cent; national
income originating in mining 73 per cent, in manufacturing 67 per
cent, and in government i 6 per cent.'
Clearly, a change in income must reflect the special conditions
affecting the occupational, industrial, and social group to which a
family belongs. Differences in its composition, in the age of its
members, their health, race, where they live, further complicate the
variegated picture of family income trends; and the mass of unclassi-
fiable circumstances we are accustomed to call chance make each
income history virtually unique. Thus, behind the averages lie a
vast number of divergent changes in the incomes of individual
families. For instance, in Cleveland, Ohio, where the average yearly
income of a sample of 52,000 families dropped from about $2, ioo in
1929 to about $1,200 lfl 1933, 5 families with 1929 incomes of less
than $250 reported 1933 incomes in excess of $7,500, and 25 families
with 1929 incomes of more than $7,500 reported 'no income' in 1933.
The divergent changes in individual incomes cause changes in
the distribution of income, by size, during cyclical fluctuations and
shifts in income rank. These changes in distribution and shifts in
rank are the subject matter of this study.
1Simon Kuznets, National Income and Its Composition, 1919—1938(NationalBureau
of Economic Research, 1941),I,Tables 12and22.
I2 INTRODUCTION
The first question relates to the external features of income dis-
tribution in different years: what changes occur in the shares of
total income received by members of different income groups? We
work chiefly with the concept of income dispersion among the popu-
lation—absolute dispersion of dollar incomes of different sizes, and
relative dispersion, or inequality, measured in units of tbe prevail-
ing average income of the population. Measures of income disper-
sion are determined for each year and compared from year to year.
The second question relates to the internal changes in distribu-
tion from one year to another: how stable is the relative income
status of particular families? Do they hold, improve, or lose their
position in the income distribution? HOw do the families in certain
income groups during one year fare in the process of income change?
Both problems are of considerable interest in connection with tax
and social policy, and estimates of consumption and savings. Infor-
mation on the total or average income of a population is essential
in estimating tax revenue, aggregate savings, and so forth; but for
many purposes it is insufficient. If, for instance, total individual
savings are to be closely approximated, we need more than informa-
tion on total individual income. For a certain range of income,
savings can be estimated with the help of a quadratic function of
income.2 Obviously if in addition to total income the standard devi-
ation of the income distribution is known, estimates of savings can
be much more accurate.
The relation between incomes and savings will differ for two
hypothetical societies, one in which the relative position of individ-
uals in the income distribution changes very little from year to year,
and another in which the poor of year i become—and expect to
become—the rich of year 2, and vice versa. Let us assume that the
level and shape of the distribution remain constant over time. The
unstable society is likely to have a 'steeper' income-savings curve
than the stable, i.e., larger dissavings of the poor and larger savings
of the rich. The greater and more dependable the stability of the
relative income status of individuals, the greater the proportion of
current expenditures likely to be financed out of current income,
and the smaller the saving likely to be undertaken for the purpose
of financing consumption expenditures in the near future. A society
in which individuals can expect to find themselves in rapid succes-
2HorstMendershausen, 'Differences in Family Savings between Cities of Different
Size and Location, Whites and Negroes', Review of Economic Statistics, Aug. 1940.ASPECTS OF INCOME CHANGES 3
sion at the top, then at the bottom, and then again at the top of the
income pyramid will presumably show considerable dissavings of
those temporarily poor, counterbalanced to some extent by large
savings of those temporarily rich.
In this study we are concerned with short period fluctuations in
the distribution of income by size. Our main source of information,
the Financial Survey of Urban Housing, supplies income data for
two years, 1929 and 1933, which represent extremes of a violent
swing in economic activity. We can establish changes in income
distribution between the year marking the peak of the boom and
the year marking the bottom of the depression. Our interest in this
period, however, is not purely historical. We seek also a basis for
evaluating the changes in distribution that may be expected in other
depressions.
To get a broader basis for judgment we observed the changes in
income distribution during other periods of declining business
activity and of recovery as well. Some of the conclusions derived
from the Financial Survey were checked against income tax statistics
for the United States, Wisconsin, and Delaware; earnings data col-
lected by the Social Security Board, and German income and wage
tax data (App. A i). Before the results are discussed, the income data
are described briefly.
Character of Data Used
The Financial Survey of Urban Housing was a Civil Works Admin•
istration project sponsored by the Department of Commerce. From
February to May 1934 field agents submitted questionnaires to the
inhabitants of dwelling units (conveniently called families) in 6i
large and middle-size
Each city sample of completed questionnaires consists of two
subsamples: returns obtained through personal interview and re
turns obtained by mail, i.e., prepared by the family without the help
of an agent. The questionnaires asked for the total family income
in 1929 and 1933 as the sum of "income from wages or salary", "in-
'The family concept used by the Financial Survey was not clearly defined in the in-
structions issued to enumerators. In the ab'.cnce of a specific definition of the family
proper, both enumerators and persons interviewed presumably applied common sense
concepts, such as the group of persons linked by blood, marriage, or adoption, and
sharing living quarters. The 'family' may have consisted of one or more individuals.
Instructions were definite as to the exclusion from the family proper of roomers,
lodgers, and servants.4 INTRODUCTION
come from lodgers and roomers", and "other income including net
income from investments" earned by members of the family
proper.4
The questionnaires did not specifically mention other income
items, or suggest ways of treating income in kind or capital gains and
losses. In the absence of a sharp definition of income, the meaning
of the replies is not altogether clear; but it seems reasonable to
assume that the concept of income generally applied embraced the
following: money received from work, capital investment and other
services, and relief. No effort was made to get exact figures. The
income data give a rough picture of family cash receipts.
The sampling procedure was planned as follows:the enumera-
tors were to approach each family in a specified number of city
blocks. Every tenth block (in cities of 50,000 inhabitants or less,
every seventh block) was to be canvassed by personal interview. In
addition, in four other blocks out of each group of ten, each family
was to be supplied with questionnaires to return by mail. Apart
from the rule that the various 'personal-enumeration' blocks and
'mail-return' blocks must not be adjacent, district supervisors were
free to select the blocks to canvass. In addition, they were supposed
to canvass more than the required number of blocks whenever they
felt this would render the sample "more representative". In some
cities, however, limitations of time and money caused the local
authorities to canvass fewer blocks or properties than the basic rule
required. In areas outside city limits it was prescribed that one out
of every group of ten properties be covered by personal enumera-
tion, and four others supplied with questionnaires for mail returns.
Many returns were rejected in subsequent editing because they
lacked information on the name of the state, the type of building,
the market value, or annual rental bill if the dwelling was. rented,
or the number of persons living in the unit. Forcities the rejec-
tions amount to io per cent of the personal-enumeration question-
'The instructions to enumerators were little more explicit. Total income was defined
as "all wages and salaries earned by all members of the family during the years indi-
cated, allowing for periods of unemployment and part time work, as well as changes
in number of persons from year to year", p1715 "amount received for the use of rooms
by persons who are not members of the family proper", plus "any net income received
from investments, from rental of a garage, from relatives, relief agencies, or any
other sources".
5D. L. Wickens, 'The Financial Survey of Urban Housing', Studies in Inco7ne and
Wealth, Vol. Five, Part II (Conference on Research in Income and Wealth, 1943,
mimeographed).ASPECTS OF INCOME CHANGES 5
naires and 28 per cent of the mail returns.6 Some, but not all, of the
rejected schedules contain information on income.
Some a'ccepted schedules do not contain information on family
income for either of the two base years (the nonreporting sample).
The remaining usable sample consists of two types of schedules:
those with information on income in one year only (hal/-reporting
sample),7 and those with information on income for both 1929 and
1933 (identical sample). The aggregate sample was composed of:
Usable (identical + half-reporting) + Nonreporting + Rejected
(with and without income data). Although interested primarily
in the identical samples, we made some use of data on the usable
samples and the schedules in the rejected samples that contain in-
come data (see Ch.
Throughthe courtesy of the Department of Commerce, the
National Bureau of Economic Research obtained tabulations of the
usable samples, and of the rejected samples with income data, for
33 cities. For each city separate tabulations were made for tenants
and owner-occupants (henceforth called owners in the text). Thus
we had four basic tables for each city: 8
Sample of tenants by Sample of owners by
Personal enumeration Personal enumeration
Mail return Mail return
The Financial Survey covered sizable fractions of the city popu-
lations. The aggregate samples comprise between 5 and 49 per cent,
the identical samples between 3 and 48 per cent, of the occupied
5lbid.) Table 1.
'The half-reporting sample consists of two groups: (i) families reporting a in-
come but (a) failing to report a 1929 income or (b) furnishing evidence that they were
not in existence as families in 1929, and (2) families reporting a 1929 income but failing
to report a 1933 income. Group 2 is very small. In none of the 10 cities treated in this
volume did it comprise more than i per cent of the families in the usable sample
(see Table i)
'In each table the families of the identical sample are cross-classified according to their
incomes in 1929 and 1933. In addition, the table shows the half-reporting sample for
1929 and and the mean and total incomes in 1929 and of all families report.
ing 1929 income. The families in the rejected sample that furnished income data for
1933 were tabulated separately, dassified according to income.
These tables contain the bulk of the Financial Survey material used in this analysis.
Supplementary information was obtained from the Financial Survey of Urban Housing
(Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C., 1937), from direct communicatiorn
with the Department of Commerce, and from D. L, Wickens, Residential Real Estate
(National Bureau of Economic Research, 1941). The origInal tables were completed
and rearranged for the purposes of this study. The procedure is discussed in Appendix

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dwelling units in the various cities (Table i).° The sampling pro-
cedure followed by the Financial Survey renders the income data
imperfect. The nature of their shortcomings and the effect on this
investigation are discussed in Appendix A 3.
In the 33 cities covered by the Financial Survey populations range
from 22,000 (Boise, Idaho) to 1.2 million (Cleveland, Ohio, metro-
politan district), according 'to the Census of 1930. The cities vary
widely in geographical location, occupational and racial structure,
and rates of expansion in recent times. Among them are cities of
various types and regions: a mining center (Butte, Montana), manu-
facturing cities (Erie, Pennsylvania; Racine, Wisconsin; Providence,
Rhode Island; Trenton, New Jersey), and cities predominantly
commercial in character (Lincoln, Nebraska; St. Joseph, Missouri;
Wichita, Kansas). Extremes of racial composition are Birmingham,
Alabama, with a colored population of 38 per cent, and Portland,
Maine, with .5 per cent. There are expanding cities, such as San
Diego, California, whose population almost tripled between 1920
and 1940, and cities with a stationary (Portland, Maine) or declin-
ing population (Butte, Montana).
This diversified material enables us to' discover whether the
changes in income distribution follow a similar pattern in cities of
different types. It does not lend itself to the computation of compre-
hensive national income distributions for the two years, primarily
because small cities, rural areas, and the great metropolitan centers
are not covered. We made no attempt, therefore, to measure changes
in the distribution of national income. The one 'total' of the various
city distributions that ivas used—for illustrative purposes—is the
simple, unweighted aggregate of the city samples computed by
Wickens.1° It is not designed to give a representative picture of the
°TheReal Property Inventory, another Civil Works Administration project sponsored
by the Department of Commerce, collected information on total rented and owner-
occupied dwelling units in 64 cities, including ourAlthoughthe completeness of
the Real Property Inventory is somewhat doubtful, it may be taken as an almost
complete census of the statistical universes from which the Financial Survey samples
were drawn.
The Inventory, taken early in 1934, was followed immediately by the Financial
Survey which was conceived as its more intensive complement. The field staff of the
Financial Survey consisted of the enumerators who had proved most successful in the
Real Property Inventory. All dwelling units covered by the Financial Survey were
covered also by the Real Property Inventory. Some of the latter's materials have been
published by the Department of Commerce in mimeographed tables; and part of them
are reproduced in the Financial Survey of Urban Housing.
Real Estate, pp. 146, 147.ASPECTS OF INCOME CHANGES ii
income distribution for the nation as a whole, but it probably does
provide a fairly good approximation to the distribution in large and
middle-size cities.
The material is analyzed city by city, and all results are given for
each city separately. Such tentative conclusions as can be drawn with
respect to changes in the distribution of national income must be
derived from the individual city studies so far as they reveal similar
changes in all or in the great majority of the cities covered. If all or
most of the 33 cities show a similar pattern of change, and if no off-
setting change is observed in income differentials among cities, we
may assume that the pattern holds for the urban population of the
nation as a whole. Unfortunately lack of data precludes verification
of this assumption at present.